
Salmon Software
Since its foundation in 1985, Salmon Software 

has focused on delivering world-class 

Treasury Management System software. We 

have achieved great success and coverage 

with our flagship Salmon Treasurer TMS. 

Our system has evolved to reflect the Our system has evolved to reflect the 

technological innovation and increasingly 

complex global financial systems that have 

paralleled the company’s 30-year history 

making it one of the most sophisticated 

treasury tools available today. 

 

This achievement is due to the hard work and This achievement is due to the hard work and 

dedication of a highly skilled, multi-disciplined 

support and development team who focus on 

producing a world class product. These 

capabilities combined with meaningful client 

interaction enable us to pursue our policy of 

continuous, customer-focused product 

enhancement. enhancement. 

Our commitment to R&D and innovation has 

resulted in the development of a range of new 

cloud and SaaS products.To this effect, 

Salmon Software has now extended its range 

of functional processes based upon the single 

database structural concept.

Our NameOur Name
Salmon Software takes its name from the 

legend of the Salmon of Knowledge [An 

Bradán Feasa in Irish]. The legend 

celebrates the power of knowledge and 

extols the virtue of the pursuit of wisdom 

and learning, thus inspiring our name.Our 

commitment to investment in the pursuit commitment to investment in the pursuit 

of knowledge is reflected in our continuous 

product development and by the creation 

of rich system functionality in those key 

areas where technology and finance 

converge. 

Salmon Treasurer 
 Providing for all your modern treasury

needs, the system allows you to easily 

record all required treasury data and 

perform advanced, real time, analytics 

and reporting. While seamlessly 

interfacing with all your other systemsinterfacing with all your other systems

both incoming and outgoing. Among the 

many modules available are:

•Dealing

 •FX

 •MM

 •Funds Transfers

  •Debt

 •Derivatives

 •Facilities  •Forecasting

•Electronic Payments

•Advanced Reporting, Risk & Analysis

•Interfaces with any required systems

 •Trading platforms

  •Market data providers

 •Risk providers

 •ERPs

 •Confirmation matching

 •Banks and statement collection 
 services

 •Regulatory repositories and 
  services

Treasurer Portal
The Portal gives easy web browser based

access to subsidiaries or treasury

personnel on the go. Seamless support

for mobile devices and tablets is provided

and users can access required 

functionality such as reporting, submittingfunctionality such as reporting, submitting

intercompany requests and approvals. 

Usage cases for the Portal include

subsidiaries submitting forecasts and deal

requests, viewing entity specific reporting

and data.

“Serco Group needed to move on 
from manual processes and data 
rekeying across multiple systems 
in order to boost efficiency, 

accuracy, reporting, control and 
to provide real time transparency.”

“Salmon Treasurer is rich in 
functionality, highly robust, very 
reliable. It is easy to implement 
and is very competitively priced. 
Its flexibility is particularly valued”
      ~Doug Wagstaff, Serco Group plc.


